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In one of the most glamorous private space in the Zong Huang Hotel, there were lots of 

meals on the table. When Yvonne saw Flavor Zong carefully offering Samuel, she was a little 

stressed. 

Because she couldn’t see through Samuel, she really felt that the range between her and 

also Samuel was obtaining further and also farther away. 

Yvonne had thought of several methods to shake Samuel off when Samuel married into the 

Sue household. Currently, Yvonne was worried that she would lose Samuel. 

The substantial void in her heart made her feel extremely uneasy. Even if she was with 

Samuel, Yvonne would really feel a feeling of being afraid of losing. 

During the dish, Samuel got an unusual message. He left the table after reading it. 

Samuel took a look at the message on the top floor as he stood in front of the lift. He 

couldn’t wait. 

 

The time was brief, for Samuel, it was a lengthy procedure of suffering. 

When he arrived flooring and saw the familiar figure, he grinned. 

” Even the Cloud Dragon can’t imprison you. It looks like there is no place in this world that 

you can not leave from.” Samuel stated after walking to his side. 

 

Di Rat turned his head and also looked at Samuel all the best. For him, escaping from 

CloudDragon did not have any kind of enjoyment or sense of success. He even felt that this 

referred program. 

” You are wrong. There is a place in this world that I might not have the ability to appear of 

either,” Di Rat claimed. 



Samuel elevated his eyebrows. He had actually seen the capacity of Di Rat. He could also get 

out of such a greatly safeguarded area like Cloud Dragon. Was there still a location where 

he couldn’t venture out? 

” Really? Samuel asked oddly. 

” I don’t understand, but this area is called the Planet Core Jail. It’s stated that this is the 

most terrible prison in the world. No one can get out after entering,” claimed Di Rat. 

Samuel asked in a puzzled manner. De Rat seemed to be eager to provide it a shot, 

triggering Samuel to be very overwhelmed. 

” Up until now, nobody in Huaxia is qualified to get in the Planet Core Jail. Do you assume I 

am certified?” Di Rat asked Samuel. 

” There is no capital punishment for foreign nations. This is a different rule. Even if you 

commit a heinous criminal activity, you might not be sent out to the Earth Core. 

Furthermore, why do you have to go versus yourself to head to such a harmful area?” 

Samuel grinned bitterly. He actually can not recognize exactly how Di Rat delighted in the 

concept of leaving prison. 

So lots of experts had all dropped in the Earth Core prison. Was he not stressed that he 

would certainly not be able to venture out? 

” Do you know why Planet Core exists?” Di Rat asked. 

” Since it is a personal company, after that it needs to be for profit.” Samuel stated. 

Di Rat responded and stated, “There are many people who can’t pass away but can not 

reveal their faces. They will be locked up in the Earth Core prison. 

Samuel frowned and asked in a chilly voice, “What do you mean?” 

” You need to understand what I’m attempting to state,” Di Rat claimed. 

Samuel’s breathing slowly ended up being quick. Gina when stated that it was most likely 

that his grandpa had not passed away. He all of a sudden vaporized in the human world. 

Could he have been locked up in the Earth Core? 



Just how could Di Rat understand about this? Just how could he recognize the scoop of the 

Hannigan family members? 

” You would certainly better describe things plainly to me, or you’ll pass away right here 

today,” Samuel said. 

Feeling the solid murder intent rising from Samuel, Di Rat fast said, “Do not be angry. I’m 

just presuming. The function of my words is to allow you send me to the Planet Core.” 

“I don’t even know the Earth Core Jail. Why do you assume I can send you there?” Samuel 

said. 

“Since you have money. An exclusive company is indicated to generate income, isn’t it?” Di 

Rat laughed. 

“I’m not pleased with this description.” Samuel all of a sudden pinched Di Rat’s throat. 

 


